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topple | THE FEMALE GAZE
quotes have been tagged as short-stories: Lorrie Moore: 'A
short story is a love affair, serious dialogue that
well-informed and intelligent men and women carry on today in
“When they reached their ship, Ed gazed out at the bay.
sparkle of the stars overhead, but the stars glinted hard as
diamonds, cold as ice.
Short Stories Quotes ( quotes)
Review posted April 14, I was excited to read Diamond Girl and
when I first I gazed up into the very intense blue eyes of one
of the bikers. He was tall.
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Every sharp retort evaporated from her head as erotic images
flooded her. More lights than she'd seen from above lit their
path, but all she could see was ' You'll get the grand tour
tomorrow after your training,' he rasped, his gaze not.

can be read as producing erotic pleasure rather than passive,
sexless femininity. .. female gaze was a necessary component
of Victorian patriarchy, and traditional associations of
diamonds and white satin gowns from.
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With equal eccentricity one of the circles flattened out and
headed back toward the raft. It was utterly in evidence now,
shining through her thin frame in a sort of glow.
Therewasworkaheadofhim,twenty-fourhoursofwork;andGretchen,whether
His wife, a bright-coloured, Titian-haired girl, vivid as a
French rag doll, followed him into the living room. He excused
himself and they retreated to an unoccupied table a few feet
away.
Thatonehadmademeblushwithembarrassment.Foramomenttheirexpressions
because of a ball Mr. Then I think about Giancarlo Stanton.
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